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Projects and techniques: Molecular biology techniqes eg. gene expression and regulation 

(mRNA levels, DNA methylations Crisp), protein levels (Western blotting)  and in situ

localization,  animal cultures primary and immortalized cell cultures for verification of 

mechanisms. Ongoing project a) effects of zinc and vitamin deficiency on placenta and fetus, 

b) glucocorticoid biology of the placenta  c) role of p-glycoprotein in obesity induced 

neurodegeneration d) the impact of smoking and maternal obesity on placental-fetal 

interaction e) obesity and retinal inflammation

In collaboration with the research group of Chief Physician LH Pedersen, Dept of Obstetrics, 

AUH   and Head of Research, Pinar Bor at the Regional Hospital, Randers  we participate in 

clinical studies and work closely together with epidemiologists to identify the mechanisms by 

which obesity and drug exposures are involved in pregnancy complications and collect human 

fetal and placental tissue for analysis
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Within this research group we focus on the impact of obesity and nutrition on the upcoming field of 

personalized medicine. With focus on identifying underlying mechanisms we investigate how obesity 

and nutritional factors affects  the response to medical treatment, leads to neurodegeneration 

and  affect human development in particular neurodevelopment. 

The research group currently has 2 focus areas 

1) obesity and neurodegeneration with focus on dementia and retinal degeneration combining human 

and animal studies and 2) understanding how early and mature placenta is affected by maternal lifestyle 

and medication and if and how this affects the normal human development through an altered 

placental- fetal interaction..Based on the placental origin of health and disease hypothesis we investigate

the similarities in the obesity and drug-induced alterations in the placental and the blood-brain-barrier 

and how they– e.g. via an increased inflammatory activity or interference with the endocrine functions 

of the placenta –may induce  altered fetal programming. 
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